
 

 
 

BIBIONE (VE)  - 21-23 OCTOBER  

4 run EUROCUP 

1st ITALIAN CHAMPIONSHIP FIFB/ AICS 

PRESENTATION 
 

FRIDAY 21/10 - 15:00-19:00 Palazzetto dello Sport - Via Maia - Welcome + 

CONVENTION + TECHNICAL BRIEFING with RESP. TEAMS 

 

SATURDAY 22/10 : 

TIME EVENT DISTANCE 
 

CAT 
 

RACE 

08:00-08:30 
Official Opening 

Event 
  

 

08:00-08:45 
Opening Track 

for warm-up 
  

 

09:00-10:00 
SPRINT 

Qualifications  
200MT 

(esordienti A-B-C) cadet 

CAMP. ITA FIFB/AICS 

  400MT 
 junior, senior, master, veteran, 

super veteran 
CAMP. ITA FIFB/AICS 

10:30-11:30 
SPRINT Finals  

   

12:00-13:00 
Lunch 

   

At the end of 

sprint 

Opening Course 

for warm-up 
  

 

14:00-15:00 
Criterium 

14k Junior, senior, master, veteran, 

super veteran 

CAMP. ITA 

FIFB/AICS + EUROCUP 

15:15-16:15 
Criterium 

7k 
cadet  

CAMP. ITA 

FIFB/AICS + EUROCUP 

16:30-17:30 

Relay 20’ on a 

1000mt 

track  

CAMP. ITA 

FIFB/AICS + EUROCUP 

18:30 

SPRINT + 

Criterium + 

Relay  Awards 

  

 

20:00 Dinner    

 



 

 
 

SUNDAY 23/10 

TIME EVENT DISTANCE CAT  

08:00-9:30 
Athletes 

Registration 
  

 

09:00-10:15 
Opening Track for 

warm-up 
    

 

10:30-12:00 
ENDURANCE (youth) 

16k 
cadet 

CAMP. ITA 

FIFB/AICS + EUROCUP 

10:45-14:00 

ENDURANCE 32k 

women/junior 

 
Junior, senior, master, 

veteran, super veteran 

CAMP. ITA 

FIFB/AICS + EUROCUP 

11:00-14:00 ENDURANCE 40k men 
 

 

14:30-15:30 
Endurance awards 

and greetings 
 

 

 

 

A] TRACKS  
 

• Sprint Races : 

400mt + 200mt (Camp. Ita FIFB/AICS only) -  
 
- Start: Via Orsa Maggiore 
- Finish: Via Orsa Maggiore 
 

• Criterium Race (EUROCUP/Camp. Ita FIFB/AICS) 

3.5km x 2 laps CADETTI - JUNIOR = 7k 
3.5km x 4 laps MEN/WOMEN = 14k 
 
- Start: Via Orsa Maggiore 
- Finish: Via Orsa Maggiore 
 

• Endurance Race (EUROCUP/Camp. Ita FIFB/AICS) 

8KM x 2 laps CADETS - JUNIOR = 16k 
8KM x 4 laps WOMEN = 32k 
8KM x 5 laps MEN = 40K  
 
- Start: Via Orsa Maggiore 



 

 
 

- Finish: Via orsa Maggiore 
Closed gazebos can be set up near the square for logistics (changing area, secretariat, etc.), 
while the arena will remain available for the shower/service area. 
 

B CATEGORIES:  
 

AGE YEAR CATEGORY INTERNATIONAL 

5-6 2016-2017 ESORDIENTI A (*) PREP 

7-9 2013-2015 ESORDIENTI B (*) PREP 

10-12 2010-2012 ESORDIENTI C (*) YOUNG JUNIOR 

13-15 2007-2009 CADETTI CADETS 

16-17 2005-2006 JUNIORES JUNIORS 

18-39 1983-2004 SENIOR SENIORS 

40-49 1973-1982 MASTER MASTERS 

50-59 1963-1972 VETERAN VETRANS 

60+ 1962+ ULTRAVETERAN ULTRAVETERAN 

   
 

    

              C] Participation costs and rules of competition entry 

• ONE CAN REGISTER FOR A MAXIMUM OF 3 RACES 

• THE CAMP. ITALIANO FIFB/AICS AND THE EUROCUP COINCIDE, BUT 3 DIFFERENT 
TITLES ARE AWARDED. 

• TO PARTICIPATE IN THE CAMP. ITALIANO FIFB, IT IS NECESSARY TO BE AFFILIATED AS 
A SOCIETY OR REGISTERED AS AN ATHLETE FOR FIFB. 

• TO PARTICIPATE IN THE CAMP. ITALIANO AICS, IT IS SUFFICIENT TO BE AFFILIATED AS 
A SOCIETY OR REGISTERED AS AN ATHLETE TO AICS. 

• FOR ITALIAN ATHLETES, FIFB MEMBERSHIP IS STILL REQUIRED EVEN FOR 
PARTICIPATION IN THE EUROCUP. THE PROMOTIONAL COST OF FIFB MEMBERSHIP 
FROM AUGUST TO DECEMBER 2022 IS 10€. 

• IF THE ATHLETS ARE MEMBERS OF BOTH AICS AND FIFB THEY COMPETE FOR BOTH 
TITLES 

 WITHIN 30/09/2022 AFTER  30/9 

CAT. CRITERIUM ENDURANCE SPRINT FOR EACH RACE 

ESORD A-B ----------- --------- 5 € +5€ 

ESORD C ----------- --------- 5 € +5€ 

CADETS 10 € 10 € 10 € +5€ 

JUNIOR 10 € 10 € 10 € +5€ 

OTHER CAT 15 € 15 € 15 € +10€ 



 

 
 

 

Race payment transfer should be made to: 

FEDERAZIONE ITALIANA FOOTBIKE 
BANCA : QONTO 
Iban : IT47 T360 9201 6006 3548 9535 364 

BIC : QNTOITM2XXX 
 

REGISTRATION FORM 
 
Organizer: ITALIAN FOOTBIKE FEDERATION 
Race Director: Gioacchino Paci 
Secretariat: Maria Turra 
Technical Delegate: RESPONSABLE JUDGES 

 
 
CRITERIUM TRACK 

 

      

https://my.raceresult.com/213334/registration


 

 
 

  
 

 

 

 

 

ENDURANCE TRACK – 8K 

 

 

 

  



 

 
 

COMPETITION RULES 

A. General: 

1. Age category is determined by the competitor's year of birth. If there are insufficient numbers 
in your category, the organizing committee may move competitors to the next category. 

2. Competitors lead muscle footbikes, push or carry footbikes. In kicking, one foot pushes 
directly backward on the ground, as in running, while the other foot is resting on the platform. 
No skate-type kicks or similar are allowed. No protruding parts are allowed on the footbike. 

3. The construction of the footbike is free, but it may not have a motor, mechanical gears or sail, 
or any sharp or protruding parts that may pose a danger to other competitors. 

4. It is recommended that racing scooters/footbikes be equipped with pneumatic wheels. 

5. All footbikes must have at least one effective brake, although two are recommended. 

6. A bicycle helmet must be worn while riding. Knee and elbow pads are optional for scooters 
with pneumatic wheels. 

7. The race number must be attached to the handlebars of the footbike. The race number must 
be visible at full size at all times during the race. Folding or rolling the table is not allowed. 

8. At the start, both the competitor and the footbike must remain completely behind the starting 
line. If transponders are used, they must be mounted on the right front fork, as close to the axle 
as possible. In this case, the transponders must be directly above or behind the starting line, not 
in front. 

9. The first part of the scooter to cross the finish line, provided it is still in contact with the 
competitor, will determine the finishing order of the race. If transponders are used, the finishing 
order will be determined by the finishing time or the time the transponder crosses the finish line. 

10. Restart or false start - The starter has the right to restart the competitors in case of a false 
start. A false start may occur if there is a failure of the timing equipment, in case a restart is 
necessary. The timing jury must notify the starting official of the breakdown within 5 seconds. A 
false start is allowed, but a second false start by the same competitor will result in 
disqualification from that race distance. The competitor is allowed to compete in other disciplines 
within the program. 

11. If the competitor arrives too late at the starting line of an individual time trial, it is up to the 
timekeeper to decide whether the competitor is allowed to start. In any case, arriving late at the 
starting line is considered a false start. Anyone arriving late for any of the sprint finals will be 



 

 
 

disqualified. Arriving late for mass start events means starting late.  If you arrive in the last 10 
seconds before the start, you will start from the back of the starting group. 

12. Participation is entirely at your own risk. We take no responsibility for your participation in 
these organized events. 

B. Competitors: 

1. They will race on their own responsibility, follow the instructions of the organizers and 
stewards, and acknowledge and accept all rules of competition, both written and verbal 
rules given before the race. 

2. They may change a malfunctioning Footbike during the race, but must complete the entire 
course with their Footbike.  If necessary, they must transfer their race number or 
transponder while off the track or circuit. 

3. They must not deliberately block their opponents.  Any kind of pushing, pulling and kicking, 
except that used for propulsion, is strictly prohibited, resulting in disqualification. 

4. The choice of driving line is free, but after leaving a space for an opponent to pass, you may 
not close the space as the Footbikes overlap. Do not cut anyone off. 

5. In the case of overtaking, announce verbally to the opponent the side from which d'intend 
to pass (right to pass right, left to pass left) 

6. Any incorrect action, considered as unsportsmanlike behavior, may result in penalties and/or 
disqualifications, even if such action is not directly covered by these rules. 

7. Supporters may not assist competitors or interfere in any way with the race itself or any 
other competitor without risking penalty or disqualification of their competitor. 

8. Violation of these and other common road rules may result in disqualification. 

9. Doping testing is an option that may be exercised by our or any independent sports 
authority. All participants who are legitimately asked to provide samples for drug testing 
must comply, under penalty of disqualification. 

 

 

 



 

 
 

C.  Judges/Jury: 

1. The host nation and the next 4 largest teams must provide 1 jury member for each 
competition. 

2. Judges may make decisions that directly affect the results of the race by altering the 
predetermined course, race schedule, and anything else deemed necessary for the general 
safety of competitors and spectators. 

3. Competitors who violate the rules or the common traffic code or accept prohibited aids 
during the race will be penalized and possibly disqualified. 

4. Blatantly unfair or unsportsmanlike behavior may be penalized, even if it does not violate 
any specific rule. 

5. Protests must be lodged with the race director within 20 minutes of the publication of 
results, if they concern those results. The decisions of the jury will be final. 

D.  Additional Notes 

1. Each competitor must wear a helmet.  Without helmet, no competition. 

2. If there is a rule that we have not covered in these rules, but is included in the IKSA 
International Rules, the IKSA rule applies. 

E. Sprint Rules (400 meters): 

1. The starting procedure for sprinting is with one foot on the platform: running start is not 
allowed in sprinting. 

2. Parallel support is not allowed - coaches, team members, supporters or other persons 
present are not allowed to run parallel in the same direction, on or off the track, with a 
competitor during the sprint race. In the sprint finals series, only active competitors in the 
same heat may run in parallel. 

(This rule does not apply to autistic athletes). 

F. Criterium Rules (7-14 km): 

1. Running start is allowed in this race. 

2. Starting positions will be controlled by the starting judge.  The first 5 or 6 rows will be pre-
assigned to each country based on the number of participants from that country. Grid 



 

 
 

positions will be assigned to each country team and it will be up to the country 
representative to assign the competitor occupying those positions. The current IKSA world 
ranking rules can be applied by each country representative to occupy their places. 

3. Grid assignments will be announced 2 days after registration closes, and designated 
competitors should be notified at the time of registration. 

G. Long Distance Rules: 

1. Running start is allowed in this race. 

2. Starting positions will be controlled by the starting judge.  The first 5 or 6 rows will be pre-
assigned to each country based on the number of participants from that country. Grid 
positions will be assigned to each country team and it will be up to the country 
representative to assign their competitor occupying that place. The current IKSA world 
ranking rules can be applied by each country representative to occupy their places. 

3. Grid assignments will be announced 2 days after registration closes, and designated 
competitors should be notified at the time of registration. 

4. Remaining competitors (in non-pre-assigned starting positions) should arrange themselves 
in the rows behind the pre-assigned ones. 

5. The organizer reserves the right to change the rules of the race at any time if there is a risk 
to the safety or success of the race. In case of such a decision, the organizer will inform the 
competitors as soon as possible 


